CHAPTER VII
THE  IRISH LANGUAGE AND THE GAELIC MOVEMENT
there can be no question of the interest which Irish
possesses for students of language or of primitive
literature. When St. Patrick came to the country in
a.d. 432 as a missionary bishop, delegated by Rome,
he found a highly literate class established at all the
centres. His confession or autobiography gives no
account of the Druid organisation, chiefly no doubt
because he assumed that those for whom he wrote,
his fellow-Romans in Britain, would be familiar with
it. Neither do the Lives of Patrick, actually written
down,two or three centuries later, give any detail on
the, subject. Patrick and his successors desired to
abolish even the memory of Druidism. But all the
accounts presuppose knowledge of the fact that every
king had his professional poet and his professional
lawyers, who were no doubt part of a culture linked
to the Druid religion, such as Caesar has described in his
Gallic War. Patrick in effect annexed this " clergy "
or clerical class of professionally learned men : and he
spread in every place where, he carried his mission the
use of the Roman alphabet. Before him, the Ogham
script was in use ; but it is clear that the literature and
••••the. laws were transmitted by elaborately trained
memory, as Csesar had noted to be the practice in Gaul.
This pre-Christian literary class was already special-
ised into poets and lawyers—who were also chroniclers,
Literature was for use as well as for artistic pleasure.
As in the Greek civilisation, so in Ireland, the earliest
was epic : a blending of chronicle and mythology. It
comes down to us in the shape of a highly ornate prose
interspersed with poetry: but we cannot be sure
when it took this shape. No manuscript of any Irish
saga is earlier than the eleventh century. But the
subject-matter of the earliest epic cycle is concerned
with kings who lived some centuries before the dawn
of written history. The institution of the High
Kingship, centred at Tara, which Patrick found
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